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Introduction 
The question of identity can be unmistaNably considered one of the oldest and 
most consistent in literature From poetry to prose, from the ancient roman novel eg 
Apuleius¶s The Golden Ass, to the postcolonial novel, Zriters have alZays fictionali]ed 
the relationship betZeen the outer Zorld and the individual¶s inner Zorld the individual¶s 
curiosity and search for truth as heshe faces identity crisis Thus, it can be argued that the 
quest of identity is a timeless and ine[haustible theme in literature The fact that identity 
formation folloZs situational or conte[tual fluctuation, alloZs Zriters to reach out to 
larger e[istential issues, Zhich maNes the theme virtually omnipresent across literary 
genres throughout history  
HoZever, this theme has been generally associated Zith the novel form in general 
and the Bildungsroman genre in particular Since its inception in 1th century Europe, the 
Bildungsroman has also been one of the most discussed genres in literary criticism 
Associated Zith names such as -ohann Wolfgang von Goethe, Thomas Mann, William 
MaNepeace ThacNeray, Thomas Hardy, Gustave Flaubert, Stendhal, -ane Austen, 
Charlotte %ronts, etc, the Zestern canon of the Bildungsroman has influenced literature 
throughout the Zorld for nearly tZo centuries  
In addition, from the French Revolution to the Great Depression, from 
coloni]ation to postindependence disillusionment, the Bildungsroman has alZays been ± 
in its narrative ± a site of political and ideological struggle, as Zell as an efficient didactic 
tool for a society ³in search of landmarNs´ It is this adaptable nature of the 
Bildungsroman that has prompted this study, Zhich looNs at the most recent trend in the 
postcolonial variant of the genre In other Zords, the study looNs at hoZ the 
  Ϯ 
contemporary era, marNed by technological development and intensive transnational 
movement impacts the genre at both formal and thematic levels  
I developed this interested in the Bildungsroman Zhile going through my 
diachronic reading list for my qualifying e[am The important amount of criticism on the 
Bildungsroman raised my aZareness of the richness, inclusiveness and adaptability of the 
genre to various social and historical conte[ts First of all, the tendency of the traditional 
Bildungsroman to be conservative, as Zell as the tendency of the postcolonial 
Bildungsroman to be countercultural and disruptive of the dominant social order fully 
caught my attention I ultimately came to reali]e that the Bildungsroman engenders many 
subcategories beside the classic form or Zestern tradition We note the postcolonial 
Bildungsroman, the ethnic Bildungsroman, the female Bildungsroman and so on In 
Africa and the Caribbean this genre can be divided in tZo subcategories: the post
independence Bildungsroman and Zhat I loosely refer to as the neZ generation 
Bildungsroman 
Traditionally NnoZn as a symbolic form, the Bildungsroman is also presumed to 
be controversial and contradictory One of the controversies surrounding it is related to 
the relevance of the notion of gender, and by e[tension, the appropriateness of the 
concept of female Bildungsroman HoZever, the e[ponential increase in number of 
female Zriters in the genre is giving a neZ tZist to this debate Ironically, Zhile 
searching for core te[ts for this study in African and Caribbean literature, I came across 
more Bildungsromane by female Zriters than by male Zriters Even though this is not 
enough evidence to maNe the case of the predominance of female Zriters in Zhat I call 
the neZ Bildungsroman, the concept of female Bildungsroman can no longer be 
  ϯ 
overlooNed Thus, postcolonial and female Bildungsromane are increasingly gaining 
currency in academia 
Furthermore, Zith my focus on African and Caribbean literatures I came to 
discover hoZ prominent the theme of transnational movement is in African and 
Caribbean narratives Starting off Zith that observation, te[ts such as Eileen -ulien¶s 
article ³The E[troverted African Novel´ 2006, rang a bell in the reflection that led to 
this dissertation -ulien¶s statement that ³the e[troverted novel´ Zhich ³physically 
crosses borders and themati]es border crossings ± is perhaps the most poZerful literary 
form today in that it reaches more people beyond national boundaries´ 60, finds its 
most poZerful illustration in the neZ novel from Africa and the Caribbean Therefore, it 
is no surprise that the theme of transnational migration taNes pride of place in literary 
criticism of the postcolonial novel  
In contemporary postcolonial literary criticism in general, and that of francophone 
Africa in particular, as Ayo Coly observes, there is an emphasis on the theme of 
transnationalism, and its corollaries such as deterritoriali]ation, uprootedness, hybridity 
and cosmopolitanism to the detriment of the theme of home and nation Coly, [i Her 
close reading of authors such as .en %ugul, Cali[the %eyala, and Fatou Diome, 
challenges the truism that home is important and reinforces the idea that transnationalism 
has become central in postcolonial discourse Moreover, Coly does an e[cellent Mob 
demonstrating the Zay in Zhich gender significantly determines mobility and belonging  
Having subscribed to the idea that migration and transnationalism have become 
the hot topic in postcolonial literature, I found it original and beneficial to investigate, 
beyond the question of identity formation, the interplay betZeen transnationalism and the 
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development of the Bildungsroman as a literary form And one study that has set the tone 
for my proMect is Lene Arnett -ensen¶s article: ³Coming of Age in a Multicultural World: 
Globali]ation and Adolescent Cultural Identity Formation´ 200 In this article, -ensen 
argues that adolescents increasingly form multicultural identities because they groZ up 
NnoZing diverse cultural beliefs and behaviors This statement straightforZardly 
prompted the idea of revisiting the Bildungsroman as a Zhole in the comtemporary era 
To some e[tent, -ensen¶s vision can be tied up Zith the perpspective that reads 
recent African novels against the bacNdrop of globali]ation at large Studies in this vein 
include Dominic Thomas¶s Black France 200 and Africa and France: Postcolonial 
Cultures, Migration, and Racism 201 Odile Ca]enave¶s Afrique sur Seine: A New 
Generation of African Writers in Paris 200, as Zell as Adama Coulibaly and <ao 
Louis .onan¶s Les écrits migrantes: De l’exil à la migrance littéraire dans le roman 
francophone 201  HoZever, -ensen¶s contribution that mainly highlights the role of 
migration, ZorldZide media and multinational corporations in youth identity formation 
today, resonates most Zith my reflection that conflates globali]ation and the 
Bildungsroman -ensen argues:  
Due to the process of globali]ation, adolescents increasingly have 
NnoZledge of and interactions Zith people from diverse cultures The floZ 
across cultures of ideas, goods, and people is not neZ, but the current 
e[tent and speed of globali]ation are unprecedented With increasing 
migrations, ZorldZide media disseminations, multinational corporations, 
tourism travel, and so forth, diverse people interact Zith one another more 
than ever 11        
                                                      
ϭ -ensen paraphrases Friedman, 2000 Giddens, 2000 Hermans 	 .empen, 1   
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-ensen¶s perspective that emcompasses the relationship betZeen media, migration and 
identity formation, lays the foundation of my investigation about recent coming of age 
narratives in the postcolonial Zorld  
<et, despite e[tensive discussion about transnationalism in the postcolonial novel 
and the broad interest in coming of age stories, to my NnoZledge, no booN length ZorN 
that investigates the impact of transnationalism on the Bildungsroman as a literary form 
has been published yet Consequently, focusing on Zhat I have come to call the 
transnational Bildungsroman, this study seeNs to fill such a gap in literary criticism This 
type of novel that has fully emerged in the late 20th century and in the first decade of the 
21st century maNes a harmonious mi[ of the transnational and the coming of age 
narratives  
The Mu[taposition, transnational Bildungsroman, suggests transgression and 
transformation at both thematic and formal levels as the genre ³crosses borders and 
themati]es border crossing´ -ulien, 2006 With a focus on transnationalism and identity 
construction, this study is in practical terms, crossfertili]ation betZeen various academic 
fields, ranging from postcolonialism, diaspora studies, and gender studies, to literary 
genre theories As such, its conceptual frameZorN runs the gamut from Homi %habha¶s 
concept of ambivalence and hybridity, -ulia .risteva¶s concept of ³suMet en procqs,´2 
Marie Louise Pratt¶s idea of ³Contact =one,´ ArMun Appadurai¶s notion of ³neZ 
condition of neighborliness,´ to various perspectives on the Bildungsroman Along Zith 
                                                      
2  The SubMect in Process is a concept that -ulia .risteva develops in her booN Polylogue 1 
It refers to the evolution of the subMect Zho is by nature in motion, challenging the erroneous 
notion of the monolithic nature of language -ohanne Prud¶homme and Lyne Lpgarp 
 NeZ Condition of Neighborliness, ³in Zhich persons, money, commodities, and information 
circulate in uneven floZs of poZer´ 
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those concepts pertaining to identity formation and transculturation, definitions of the 
Bildungsroman by -erome H %ucNley, Franco Moretti, and MiNhail %aNhtin, as Zell as 
FredericN -ameson¶s theory of ³national allegory,´ represent the bacNbone of my 
analysis LooNing at it closely, most of these concepts can be accommodated under the 
umbrella of postcolonial theories, Zhich basically represent an interdisciplinary set of 
lenses that alloZ multiple perspectives on the te[ts selected for this study  
Despite a great deal of controversy, many critics define the postcolonial as the 
attention brought to the interaction betZeen the West and the nonWest Thus, as 
TeMumola Olaniyan puts it, postcolonial criticism becomes a search through the history of 
the ³Empire ± before, during, and after ± from the perspective of the victims´  In 
more political terms, it represents a position against any form of racism, Eurocentrism 
and imperialism including subMugation through capitalism and globali]ation Even if 
these old paradigms are still valid, the NeZ Millennium Zitnesses a strong emphasis on 
neZ e[igencies resulting from recent economic, technological and geopolitical changes 
throughout the Zorld  
Therefore, some notions, Zhich Zere not so long ago central to the postcolonial 
debate, are being challenged and questioned today TaNing the centerperiphery paradigm 
as an e[ample, it can be argued that it is Zaning along Zith nationstate borders, 
nationalism and national cultures in this era of technological advances, and the advent of 
³a global marNet economy´ Hence, the fluid circulation of people, capital and 
information Zith their impact on society, politics and culture, becomes one of the main 
preoccupations of postcolonial theory and literature of the early 21st century  
  ϳ 
As a matter of fact, this study looNs at Zays in Zhich the neoliberal order suggests 
neZ perspectives on the postcolonial novel in general and the Bildungsroman in 
particular Focusing on novels by African and Caribbean Zriters it attempts to illustrate 
hoZ the WestRest divide is being addressed Zith more openmindedness by authors Zho 
seem to celebrate deracination, cosmopolitanism and hybridity These novels portray 
protagonists Zho, rather than being attached to any specific place, occupy liminal or 
sometimes virtual spaces 
Therefore, as many critics have observed, cosmopolitanism, diaspora, 
multiculturalism, and hybridity are gaining more and more currency in postcolonial 
discourse and theory Scholars such as -anet Wilson and Rumina Sethi share the belief 
that Zith neoliberalism people are finding neZ Zays to e[press their concerns They note 
a gradual shift from the culturalist thrust to a more and more materialist one, Zhich 
implies gradual erosion of national, parochial or collective identities In literature for 
instance, the idea of nation Zhich used to be the sole reality in early postcolonial 
literature is being challenged by the recurring themes of dislocation and multiple 
attachments in more recent literary production  
It is against this bacNdrop that this dissertation e[amines the quest of identity in 
selected narratives It attempts to maNe up for the insufficient attention that has been paid 
on hoZ multicultural consciousness and the related transnational phenomenon contribute 
                                                      
 Wilson, -anet Cristina Sandru Sarah LaZson Welsh eds Rerouting the Postcolonial: New 
Directions for the New Millennium. NeZ <orN and London: Routledge, 2010  
 Sethi, Rumina The Politics of Postcolonialism: Empire, Nation and Resistance. London: Pluto 
Press, 2011  
  ϴ 
to the subversion of the traditional notion of Bildung. Contrary to the classic 
Bildungsroman, that foregrounds systematic ³training of minds´ Lyotard, , and 
attachment to a place or culture, the te[ts chosen for this study e[plore more diverse and 
more liberal sources of NnoZledge This neZ situation that Appadurai describes as ³a 
neZ condition of neighborliness,´ opens multiple channels for education, thus maNing the 
process of maturation more comple[ Therefore, .risteva¶s concept of ³suMet en procqs,´ 
%habha¶s concepts of ³hybrid agencies,´ as Zell as Stuart Hall¶s notion of ³incoherent 
self,´ are relevant in this dissertation   
Scholars of the Bildungsroman including MiNhail %aNhtin, -erome H %ucNley, 
Franco Moretti, and -oseph Slaughter have addressed the tendency of this genre to be 
conservative of the dominant order In his booN Human Rights, Inc: The World Novel, 
Narrative Form, and International Law 200, Slaughter argues:  
%oth human rights and the Bildungsroman are social technologies of 
demarginali]ation « In this sense, the Bildungsroman becomes the 
generic name of certain transitive, human rights social ZorN that, through 
its narrative heuristic of human personality development, tends to 
reinforce the dominant structures of state and to legitimi]e the normative 
logic and grammar of human and social development generally 1   
Such an assumption becomes very problematic in the contemporary conte[t, Zith the 
delegitimi]ing poZer of media and social interconnectedness Moreover, -ameson¶s 
concept of ³national allegory´ becomes equally problematic in vieZ of the transnational 
status of the protagonist in the emerging postcolonial Bildungsroman In other Zords, it is 
tempting to asN, to Zhat e[tent the symbolic or allegorical meaning of the Bildungsroman 
may be affected also by the tropes of transnational migration in postcolonial literature  
  ϵ 
Narratives in this study fictionali]e the development of young protagonists caught 
in a Zeb of both local and transnational netZorNs, in a Zay that triggers a neZ 
consciousness about self and the larger Zorld as Zell Hence, maturation involves not 
only selfaZareness but also a critical attitude toZards the social and geopolitical 
surrounding In addition, the study investigates the implications of border crossing in the 
redefinition of the postcolonial Bildungsroman In a Zord, it conte[tuali]es the notion of 
Bildung and the Bildungsroman form Zithin an era marNed by diverse and e[pansive 
cultural connections     
In my analysis, I seeN to demonstrate the Zays in Zhich the intensification of 
cultural e[changes through migration and global netZorNs, NnoZn as cultural 
globali]ation, shapes the ideas, identities as Zell as the Zays adolescent protagonists 
interact Zith the Zorld More precisely, I looN at the Zays in Zhich ³The dynamic 
shrinNing of distance´ to borroZ a phrase from -oseph Nye, and the e[posure to a Zorld 
beyond the homeland, bring into e[istence neZ processes of identity formation, hence, a 
neZ type of Bildungsroman in Africa and the Caribbean   
The underlying assumption in this dissertation is that in this contemporary era 
characteri]ed by intensive mobility, advances in technology and the rise in individual 
freedoms, the Bildungsroman necessarily inaugurates neZ plots, neZ patterns, and neZ 
types of subMectivities that push the hori]on of the genre beyond its ³native borders´ 
Therefore, my argument is that the e[posure to multiple cultures through various media 
and social netZorNs complicates identity formation as adolescents find neZ Zays of 
sociali]ing Zithin and across borders Such social connectedness contributes to the 
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emergence of both a neZ sense of self marNed by multiple allegiances or lacN thereof, 
and a neZ type Bildungsroman, that accommodate such neZ configurations  
Hence, the fundamental questions Ze shall asN is, to Zhat e[tent is the 
Bildungsroman as a literary genre concerned Zith such social and technological changes" 
In other Zords, in this interconnected and mediaoriented Zorld, hoZ has the notion of 
Bildung shifted" HoZ does multicultural consciousness as a result of this neZ condition 
shape the young protagonist¶s sense of self, place and community" HoZ is identity 
negotiated both at home and in a foreign setting" HoZ does the attempt to accommodate 
this neZ condition affect the form and the meaning of the Bildungsroman" 
In order to provide clear ansZers to those questions, it is crucial to define and 
delineate terms such as traditional Bildungsroman, postcolonial Bildungsroman, and 
transnational Bildungsroman The reason for this is that throughout my analysis, these 
terms Zill be contrasted Zith one another in order to highlight the level of evolution of 
the genre at specific points in time In other Zords, this preliminary tasN Zill alloZ 
highlighting areas Zhere the transnational Bildungsroman, Zhich is the focus of my 
analysis, folloZs, e[tends or deviates from its predecessors  
My ZorNing definition of the traditional Bildungsroman combines some of the 
maMor perspectives on the genre. From %aNhtin to %ucNley and Moretti, there seems to be 
little variation in the definition of the Bildungsroman E[cept for %aNhtin Zho touches 
upon the Russian Bildungsroman, their respective contributions focus on the Zestern 
tradition of the genre %aNhtin¶s discussion of the Bildungsroman evolves around ³the 
idea of testing a hero´ Essays, 16, and “the image of man in the process of becoming” 
Essays,1 His essay, ³The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of 
  ϭϭ 
Realism´, deals Zith the historical evolution of the novel and the formation of the heroic 
figure in it His perspective on the Bildungsroman as a novel that traces ³the path of 
man¶s emergence from youthful idealism and fantasies to mature sobriety and 
practicality´ Essays, 22, striNes a note for the aspects that this study aims to e[plore 
%aNhtin also argues that ³This Nind of novel of emergence typically depicts the Zorld and 
life as experience, as a school, through Zhich every person must pass and derive one and 
the same result: one becomes more sober, e[periencing some degree of resignation´ 22 
His vieZ is literally centered on reconciliation or integration as the single ³happy ending´ 
of the Bildungsroman          
%y the same toNen, %ucNley¶s definition of the Bildungsroman, Zhich is one of 
the best NnoZn, also focuses on the hero¶s domestic crisis, his mobility and his eventual 
Mourney bacN %ucNley Zrites:  
A child of some sensibility groZs up in the country or in a provincial 
toZn, Zhere he finds constraints, social and intellectual, placed upon the 
free imagination His family, especially his father, proves doggedly hostile 
to his creative instincts or flights of fancy, antagonistic to his ambitions, 
and quite impervious to the neZ ideas he has gained from unprescribed 
reading His first schooling, even if not totally inadequate, may be 
frustrating insofar as it may suggest options not available to him in his 
present setting He therefore, sometimes at a quiet early age, leaves the 
repressive atmosphere of home and also the relative innocence to maNe 
his Zay independently in the city There his real education begins, not 
only his preparation for a career but also    his direct e[perience of urban 
life The latter involves at least tZo love affairs or se[ual encounters, one 
debasing, one e[alting, and demands that in this respect and others the 
hero reappraise his values %y the time he has decided, after painful soul
searching, the sort of accommodation to the modern Zorld he can honestly 
maNe, he has left his adolescence behind and entered upon his maturity 
His initiation complete, he may then visit his old home to demonstrate by 
his presence the degree of his success or the Zisdom of his choice 11 
%y arguing that ³that no single Bildungsroman Zill have all these elements, but none can 
  ϭϮ 
ignore more than tZo or three´ 1 he adds a nuance to Zhat appears at first glance as a 
clearcut and unambiguous definition  
%oth %aNhtin¶s and %ucNley¶s descriptions of the classic or traditional 
Bildungsroman ± Zhich is in other Zords the European prototype of the genre ± 
emphasi]e the depiction of a conflict betZeen the protagonist and the values of society, 
ending Zith the former finally accepting those values and becoming accepted by the 
society in return Moretti shares this vision in his famous booN The Way of the World 
1, Zhere he describes the Bildungsroman as the primary medium of class 
sociali]ation in the 1th century Furthermore, Moretti¶s argument about the 
contradictory nature and the symbolic meaning of the Bildungsroman is also significant 
to this study He contends that the ³Bildungsroman « is also the most contradictory of 
modern symbolic forms, Ze reali]e that in our Zorld sociali]ation itself consists first of 
all in the interiori]ation of contradiction´ 10 This is similar to the idea of the hero¶s 
resignation found in %aNhtin¶s definition  
What comes out of these three perspectives on the Bildungsroman is that the 
classic form can be conceptuali]ed as a metaphor of sociali]ation As Tobias %oes aptly 
points out, Zhere he argues that the Bildungsroman ³relates characters to their 
community by chronicling their voyages of sociali]ation that lead to the inside of the 
community¶s signifying structures´ 11 Hence, integration and reconciliation comes to 
be the dominant motif about the traditional Bildungsroman   
As for the postcolonial Bildungsroman, it refers to the appropriation of the genre 
by historically marginali]ed groups and speaNs to the genre¶s capacity to challenge pre
established values and assumptions Since postcolonialism is associated Zith resistance, 
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the postcolonial Bildungsroman should obviously be understood as resistance literature 
And resistance here is not Must resistance to the ³Western Center´ and its conventions, but 
also resistance to any hegemonic and normative ideology Therefore, the postcolonial 
Bildungsroman can be perceived as a contribution to the decoloni]ing and decentering 
effort that represent the essence of postcolonial literature  
In practice, the postcolonial Bildungsroman becomes a reZriting and a revision of 
the classic genre, and as a matter of fact, it becomes more difficult to define and predict 
HoZever, beyond its emancipated form, it is characteri]ed by the allegorical nature of the 
life stories that it tells That is to say that the groZth of the protagonist is tied to the 
emergence of the nation Such an allegorical meaning is an attribute that -ameson 
attaches to all postcolonial te[ts through his concept of ³National Allegory´ This 
concept has been and remains significantly influential in the interpretation of the 
postcolonial novel and the Bildungsroman in particular  
Nigerian critic Ogaga ONuyade6 seems to subscribe to the concept of national 
allegory Zhere he claims that the postcolonial Bildungsroman maNes ³the personal 
e[periences of the protagonists serve as an inde[ to the larger cultural, sociohistorical 
conditions and thus the protagonists¶ personal Bildung becomes inseparable from the 
political agenda of their nations´  From this perspective, the postcolonial 
Bildungsroman becomes the e[pression of a larger critical agenda, a site for the 
articulation of subMectivities and national destinies, thereby maNing reconciliation 
                                                      
6 Dr ONuyade Ogaga teaches popularfolN culture, African literature and culture, African 
American and African Diaspora Studies, and the English Novel in the Department of English and 
Literary Studies, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, %ayelsa State, Nigeria 
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betZeen the individual and the group more comple[ and more ambiguous Many scholars 
of the genre share the belief that the postcolonial Bildungsroman stretches ³the borders of 
the Bildungsroman genre, thereby foregrounding the fact that individual development 
involves not only achievement and integration, but also conflict and rebellion´ ONuyade, 
 This statement presents the postcolonial Bildungsroman as a potentially 
countercultural, progressive and disruptive form, a far cry from the European standard, 
Zhich in most cases is profoundly conservative  
Consequently, in the postcolonial category of the genre, Ze find tZo 
subcategories that are distinguished from each other by the degree of attachment to the 
traditional conventions of the genre While the early subcategory conforms to paradigms 
such as the search for a unified self and the protagonist¶s harmony Zith society, a more 
recent subcategory Zhich is celebratory of multiple and comple[ subMectivities, and blurs 
the line betZeen the local and the global is becoming more prominent in postcolonial 
literature This subcategory that manifestly denies the e[istence of a unified self, affirms 
and asserts comple[ subMectivities is NnoZn as the postmodern Bildungsroman Most 
transnational Bildungsromane, especially those published in the last tZo decades, fall into 
this category As Adama Coulibaly et al 201 note, specialists of literature draZ a 
distinction betZeen the older and the younger generation of Zriters that emerges around 
the 10s  
This distinction betZeen an early postcolonial bildungsroman and its postmodern 
subcategory lays the foundation for the contrast I Zish to maNe throughout my analysis in 
this dissertation In Africa and the Caribbean for instance, early Bildungsromane such as 
CheiNh Hamidou .ane¶s L’aventure ambiguë, Ferdinand Oyono¶s Une vie de boy, 
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Camara Laye¶s L’enfant noir, Geroge Lamming¶s In the Castle of my Skin, -ean Rhys¶s 
Wide Sargasso sea etc, and the most recent ones Zhich include EdZidge Danticat¶s 
Breath, Eyes and Memory, Chimamanda Ngo]i Adichie¶s Purple Hisbiscus, Chris 
Abani¶s Graceland, Fatou Diome¶s Le Ventre de l’Atlantique etc are clearly distinct 
from each other through their respective ethicopolitical contents and narrative structures 
The political and nationalist commitment associated Zith this older generation, obviously 
contrast Zith the orientation of the neZ generation Zho ³see Africa «, through the 
lenses of their e[perience far from home´ Cooper,   
This neZ trend in postcolonial literature ± Zhich, some critics refer to as migrant 
or e[ile literature, literature of deracination or nomadism, ³pcritures migrantes´ for some 
Francophone critics ± in my opinion, is better rendered by -acques Chevrier¶s concept of 
³literature de la migritude´ This concept captures in a single shot the condition of 
mobility betZeen tZo Zorlds as Zell as the problematic of quest for identity Although 
reminiscent of the term ³Negritude,´ it has an undertone that combines militancy and 
profanation This trend, Zhich has become dominant in postcolonial literature today, 
includes Zriters such as Alain MabancNou, Cali[the %eyala, Thierno Monpnembo, 
-amaica .incaid, Michelle Cliff, Daniel Laferriqre and many more Henceforth, the 
search for identity betZeen different Zorlds becomes an integral part in the definition of 
the recent postcolonial novel As such, the idea of a transnational Bildungsroman 
becomes fully Mustified and uptodate  
The transnational Bildungsroman, Zhich is the main focus of this dissertation, 
                                                      
 -acques Chevrier, Professor emeritus at l¶Universitp de la Sorbonne 
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emerges from the Zriting of this neZ generation of postcolonial novelists Zho Zrite 
about politics, identity formation, the circulation of people, capital and information etc 
Zith a neZ mood and a neZ consciousness Therefore, besides e[tending the traMectory of 
the protagonist, the transnational Bildungsroman, in its maMor part reinscribes old themes 
under a neZ light In so doing, it marNs the end of binaries and inaugurates the era of 
³interstitiality´ and ³inbetZeeness´   
Emerging in a period marNed by promises of independence and freedom as Zell 
as connectedness and shrinNing of distances, the transnational Bildungsroman calls 
attention to the causes and effects of displacements It e[emplifies the ³interconnectivity 
caused by cultural globali]ation >and@ challenges parochial values and identities because 
it undermines the linNages that connect culture to fi[ity of location´ Steger, 0 In short, 
it describes cultural crossroads, the push and pull factors of migration, as Zell as ³The 
NeZ Ways of the World´ 
Throughout this dissertation, I maNe an attempt to analy]e selected 
Bildungsromane by both male and female authors belonging to the socalled neZ 
generation My analysis mainly concentrates on the protagonists Zith a vieZ to 
highlighting the process of maturation across geographical and socialsocietal borders 
And to better highlight the elasticity of the Bildungsroman, it folloZs a thematic 
approach, bringing together tZo novels at a time Zithin each chapter The outline mimics 
the circular or cyclic itinerary of the classic Bildungsroman in order to create space for 
the assessment of the Transnational Bildungsroman against the structure of its classic 
counterpart 
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Using a comparative method, this procedure alloZs demonstrating the e[tent to 
Zhich the te[ts that are brought together illustrate or revise certain features of the 
Bildungsroman Apart from the first chapter that provides critical reception of the 
selected te[ts, the three folloZing chapters contrast tZo novels at a time in order to draZ 
conclusions regarding the distance betZeen the transnational Bildungsroman and its 
classic and postcolonial antecedents Overall, this research is primarily a contribution to 
the ongoing debate of the recNless nature of the Bildungsroman It represents a humble 
prompt for the rethinNing of the postcolonial Bildungsroman, Zhich is pointing to a neZ 
direction in postcolonial theory and criticism While e[ploring the forces that set the 
adolescent protagonists out on the road to migration, it also assesses poZer relations as 
they are displayed in the socalled ³Global Age´ It is among other things a critical 
reflection on youth identity formation in a postcolonial and postmodern conte[t 
characteri]ed by neZ media and enlarged social netZorNs  
 HoZever, it Zould be unrealistic to seeN to consider samples of the transnational 
Bildungsroman from all different sites of the postcolonial Zorld Zithin the frameZorN of 
a dissertation Therefore, I limit my focus to subSaharan Africa and the Caribbean for 
the saNe of clarity and precision Even Zithin this limited terrain, my effort to ensure 
balance and comprehensiveness falls short of many aspects My plan approaching this 
topic Zas to incorporate tZo narratives from subSaharan Africa and tZo others from the 
Caribbean And for better balance I tried to have a female and a male Zrtiter from both 
                                                      
 ³Global age´ is a concept developed by Martin AlbroZ in his booN of the same title originally 
published in 16 It refers to a period of time Zhen there is a prevailing sense of the 
interconnectedness of all human beings «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sites Surprisingly, finding a Bildungsroman by a male author that fits into the time frame 
of this study Zas an e[tremely big challenge, especially in the Caribbean A difficulty 
that maNes me Zonder Zhether male Zriters are being forced out of their monopoly of 
the Bildungsroman by a neZ generation of female Zriters This observation is in 
agreement Zith ANin AdesoNan¶s argument that ³popularly acclaimed novels in Western 
Europe and North America « are predominantly Zritten by Zomen´ AdesoNan,  At 
any rate, this problem points to a drastic change in the appropriation of the genre in the 
postcolonial Zorld  
Consequently, far from being a comprehensive academic ZorN, this study is a 
preliminary case study about an issue that calls for more academic attention It 
concentrates on four novels by distinguished postcolonial Zriters, belonging to the so
called neZ generation: Breath, Eyes, Memory 1 by EdZidge Danticat, Abyssinian 
Chronicles 2001 by Moses IsegaZa, Le Ventre de l’Atlantique 200 by Fatou Diome, 
and Graceland 200 by Chris Abani These ZorNs illustrate, each in its oZn manner, 
the Zay in Zhich advances in technology, the fluidity of borders, and the increasing 
capitalist and consumer culture significantly inform youth identity formation  
EdZidge Danticat, an aZardZinning HaitianAmerican Zriter, has been the 
recipient of positive critical and popular attention since the publication of her first novel, 
Breath, Eyes, Memory This novel has been praised on the literary scene due to its 
groundbreaNing subMect matter as Zell as its lyrical language %y emphasi]ing the 
relationship of a fatherless daughter Zith her overcontrolling mother, and the attempts of 
the protagonist to reconcile Zith her mother and motherland, Breath, Eyes, Memory, 
folloZs the pattern of the standard Bildungsroman in many respects HoZever, the 
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message of the novel e[ceeds Sophie¶s apprenticeship in her bilingual and multicultural 
Zorld Rather, it tells a great deal about the forces behind youth dislocation, the 
memories and trauma associated Zith the overall transnational e[perience  
Moses IsegaZa is a Ugandan author Zhose ZorN is set against the tragic years of 
political dictatorship in Uganda IsegaZa left his country in 10 for the Netherlands 
Zhere his debut novel, Abyssinian Chronicles, Zas first published in Amsterdam in 1 
He oZes his international renoZn to this novel, Zhich Zas very Zell revieZed Zhen 
published in English in the United .ingdom and the United States, in 2001 Abyssinian 
Chronicles tells of the adventurous life of Serenety¶s family, and particularly Muge]i¶s 
coming of age that coincides Zith the dictatorship of Idi Amin Dada Zho the protagonist 
regards as a godfather, thanNs to his philosophy of selfempoZerment This te[t, Zhich is 
highly allegorical, focuses on the poZer of the ³Trinity´: Family, Church and State 
Through the life story of Muge]i, the te[t also reevaluates the relationship betZeen ³the 
West and the Rest´ Victimhood and guilt are the dominant tropes in this narrative that 
spans from rural Uganda to the heart of fortress Europe   
Fatou Diome, a Senegalese Zriter is NnoZn for her bestselling novel Le Ventre de 
l’Atlantique, published in 200 Her ZorN e[plores immigrant life in France, and the 
relationship betZeen France and Africa Her novel folloZs the Mourney of Salie, the 
difficulty of integration in France as an immigrant, and the nostalgia and memories of a 
difficult childhood in Senegal Diome also e[tensively e[amines the toll globali]ation is 
taNing on a community Zhich has locNed itself up narcissistically for a long time The 
novel shoZs the poZer, the contradictions and the imbalances of globali]ation, but at the 
same time demonstrates the recNlessness of identities in a Zorld marNed by pronounced 
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transnational movements, as Zell as media and communication technologies Her 
narratorprotagonist, Salie is the epitome of a crossroad generation Zho is both in transit 
and in transition    
In the same vein, Chris Abani, author of Graceland, is a Nigerian novelist and 
playZright His political commitment led him to leave Nigeria in 11 for e[ile, first in 
the U. and then in the US Zhere he noZ lives In his Neynote speech entitled ³In Search 
of the African Writer´ delivered at the African Literature Association ALA annual 
conference in Atlanta in April 2016, Abani problemati]es his identification as an African 
Zriter, and rather refers to himself as Must a Zriter His novel Graceland, received the 
200 HemingZay FoundationPEN AZard, and HurstonWright Legacy AZard This 
novel folloZs Elvis, a si[teenyearold impersonator of Elvis Presley With a strong 
penchant for American movies, Elvis is an artist in search of a vocation He shares this 
fascination and ambition Zith many street children, but idiosyncratically believes that his 
dream Zill come true someday in America  A dream he sets out to pursue on his oZn, 
despite his social bacNground of poverty and the hostility of a military regime 
This dissertation is organi]ed around four main chapters, Zhich taNen as a Zhole 
describe hoZ the late postcolonial and late capitalist era complicates apprenticeship 
Zhich used to be simplified as a Mourney of sociali]ation These chapters also present 
various perspectives on home and belonging by focusing on protagonists Zho find 
themselves at multicultural Munctions, almost equidistant from every reference point The 
chapters pose the problematic of closeness versus openness, mobility versus fi[ity, 
multiple options versus no choice, and realistic resolutions versus transcendental 
narratives They present the transnational Bildungsroman, not as the opposite side of the 
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classic Bildungsroman, but as a subcategory devoid of the hierarchical, normative and 
normali]ing nature of the latter In brief, the chapters revieZ the evolution of the Ney 
characteristics of the Bildungsroman as it Mourneys through the tZenty first century    
 Chapter One: The Transnational Bildungsroman: An Emerging Trend in 
Postcolonial Literature, discusses some of the formal characteristics of the transnational 
Bildungsroman It looNs at the Zay in Zhich the appropriation and populari]ation of the 
Bildungsroman in the postcolonial Zorld is synonymous to transgression and 
transformation at both formal and thematic levels It engages Zith questions about the 
e[tent to Zhich the transnational Bildungsroman is a revision of the traditional form and 
a shift from its postcolonial antecedent %esides Mustifying the relevance of the selected 
novels in the category of transnational Bildungsromane, the chapter also looNs at this 
subcategory as postmoderni]ation and decanoni]ation of the traditional genre  
Chapter TZo: Education %egins at Home: E[tending ³The Contact =one´ in Le 
Ventre de l’Atlantique and Graceland, e[amines the relation betZeen media, migration 
and subMectivity in these tZo novels It e[plores the effect of Zide e[posure to 
information technologies and foreign popular culture forms on collective identities In 
other Zords, it describes hoZ the notion of education taNes a neZ meaning Zith mobility 
and information and communication technology %oth novels e[amine among other 
things, the effect of globali]ation ± Zith the subsequent spread of mass media and 
popular culture ± on African youths today DraZing on Marie Louise Pratt¶s concept of 
³Contact =one,´ the chapter seeNs to illuminate the Zay in Zhich these tZo stories 
introduce a neZ platform for cultural encounters and interactions The chapter 
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demonstrates hoZ, Zith neZ Zays of sociali]ing Zithin and across borders, adolescents 
acquire a neZ sense of selfhood marNed by comple[ cultural attachments and allegiances  
Chapter Three: GroZing AZay from Home: The Tropes of Memory and 
%elonging in Abyssinian Chronicles and Breath, Eyes, Memory, e[amines the 
implications of border crossing in the identity formation of the young protagonists in the 
postcolonial Bildungsroman The chapter maNes the argument that ³home´, in its 
physical and metaphorical representation folloZs the protagonists in their quest for 
personality and happiness in a foreign setting As a matter of fact, it engages Zith 
questions of diasporic identities such as attachment to a homeland, cultural memories, 
and cultural integration in the host land In short, it underscores the interplay betZeen 
memory and membership, and e[amines hoZ Sophie and Muge]i, as migrants in NeZ 
<orN and Amsterdam respectively, reconfigure their respective sense of place and 
belonging %y approaching the question of belonging, the chapter shoZcases the e[tent to 
Zhich transnational mobility challenges the notion of Bildung and the structure of the 
Bildungsroman 
Chapter Four: The Voyage of Sociali]ation in Breath, Eyes, Memory and Le 
Ventre de l’Atlantique, is built on the premise that in the postcolonial migrant te[t, 
homecoming means trial The chapter mainly addresses the gender factor in the 
transnational Bildungsroman It e[amines the return of the transnational heroine, her 
inconsistencies as she negotiates integration and acceptance in her community of origin 
Simply put, this chapter attempts to emphasi]e the gender discrimination that surrounds 
the question of migration It raises questions pertaining to accommodation, rebellion, 
reformation or ZithdraZal from the dominant social order by the returning female 
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migrant This chapter addresses the ending as one of the main points of contention 
betZeen the transnational Bildungsroman and its traditional counterpart It shoZs the 
e[tent to Zhich feminist contributions, Zhich have sNyrocNeted recently in the 
postcolonial literary Zorld, have revolutioni]ed the Bildungsroman genre    
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Chapter One: The Transnational Bildungsroman: An Emerging Trend in Postcolonial 
Literature 
And Zhen the neZ psychology started to dismantle the 
unified image of the individual Zhen the social sciences 
turned to ³synchrony´ and ³classification´, thereby 
shattering the synthetic perception of history Zhen in 
ideology after ideology the individual figured simply as 
part of the Zhole ± then the century of the Bildungsroman 
Zas truly at an end  
Franco Moretti, The Way of the World 
 
In his famous booN The Way of the World 1, Moretti maNes this 
controversial pronouncement that predicts the demise of the Bildungsroman His 
envisioning the end of the century of the Bildungsroman has given rise to a lot of 
criticism from many scholars Zho believe in the genre¶s ³potential for evolution, 
transformation and adaptation´ .ociatNieZic], 1 That is to say that Moretti¶s 
definition of the Bildungsroman has been deemed to be rigid and narroZ At least, that¶s 
Zhat MattheZ David Seidel seems to imply Zhen he contends that Moretti sees ³the 
intensification of the indefinition as an apocalyptic shift rather than an evolution´ 6  
My contention in this chapter, building on such reflections, is that there e[ists no 
universally valid definition of the Bildungsroman. Rather, the Bildungsroman is an 
elastic form that has been proved to fit ideological needs of successive generations of 
both male and female Zriters since its inception Its variation in the postcolonial Zorld 
has given birth to a neZ trend that I refer to in this study as ³The Transnational 
Bildungsroman.´ As a matter of fact, this chapter focuses on the critical reception of this 
emerging trend, and Zays in Zhich it lengthens the list of the numerous subcategories of 
the Bildungsroman as a genre  
  Ϯϱ 
This neZ trend emerges toZards the end of the 10s and becomes the main 
tendency through the first decade of the 21st century in Africa and the Caribbean To 
speaN metaphorically, this neZ Bildungsroman can be considered as a grandchild to the 
early postindependence Bildungsroman These early Bildungsromane, as already 
mentioned in the introduction, include L’enfant noir 1, In the Castle of my Skin 
1 Une vie de boy 16 Mission Terminée 1, L'Aventure ambiguë 161, 
Wide Sargasso Sea 166 etc My using this image of ³grandchild´, refers to the almost 
tZogeneration time span that separates the tZo sets of te[ts, rather than to a specific 
inheritance that the latter derives from the former In other Zords, this image implies 
opposition betZeen conservativeness and progressiveness betZeen ³Zriting bacN to the 
Center´ and ³Zriting bacN to Self´  
Contrary to the earlier generation, Zhich focuses more on the irony, trauma and 
psychological alienation of coloni]ation, and the need ³to reinstate the subMectivity of the 
African that colonialism had obliterated´ MZangi, 1, the transnational Bildungsroman 
e[plores the thematic of coming of age in a conte[t of intensified transnational migration 
and multicultural encounters In addition to the focus on identity formation Zithin a 
social group in a specific nationstate, it e[amines through the development of the 
protagonist, the interplay betZeen the local and the global With a specific emphasis on 
the receptiveness of foreign influence and the ordinariness of groZing up in a foreign 
environment, this neZ Bildungsroman offers a platform for critiquing various Ninds of 
poZer dynamics as it relates e[periences that engage multiple cultures in dialogue  
  Ϯϲ 
With a focus on the phenomenon that Fernando Orti] terms as transculturation, 
this neZ form is a good illustration of the hybridi]ation of the Bildungsroman genre at 
both formal and thematic levels It must be noted that the appropriation of the 
Bildungsroman in the postcolonial Zorld has brought in a variety of cultural flavors 
Thus, the term postcoloni]ation of the Bildungsroman that indicates the transformation 
that the traditional form is going through in the postcolonial Zorld is gaining currency  
This chapter looNs at the implications of the traversing and trespassing of 
boundaries in the development and populari]ation of the Bildungsroman The crossing of 
geographic and gender boundaries opens up avenues for neZ themes, neZ motifs and 
neZ narrative patterns that add to the fascination of the Bildungsroman genre Even 
though most of the classic characteristics of the Bildungsroman have persisted throughout 
the history of the genre, in the transnational Bildungsroman identity formation and 
sociali]ation taNe more comple[ forms as they engage the individual, not Must Zith hisher 
social group at a local level, but also Zith other communities at a global level This 
interplay betZeen the local and the global generated by the protagonist¶s Mourney of self
discovery represents one of the maMor points of contrasts of this subcategory Zith its 1th 
century European counterpart in Zhich the itinerary of the protagonist is invariably from 
a provincial location to an urban setting and vice versa  
While many of the earlier postcolonial Bildungsroman incorporated a 
transnational component, the protagonist more often than not held a ³oneZay ticNet´, 
Zhich means the story ends Zith hisher departure Laye¶s L’enfant Noir and Lamming¶s 
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In the Castle of my Skin represent a case in point The feZ e[ceptions that include 
L'Aventure ambiguë, give glimpses of the hero¶s e[perience abroad and folloZ up Zith 
his homecoming HoZever, the difference betZeen the earlier and the recent trends lies 
mostly in hoZ the protagonist sees himselfherself in the midst of vying and contradictory 
forces, as Zell as in the ideology behind the production of the te[t Put differently, the 
recent trend in coming of age novels is characteri]ed by the protagonist¶s receptiveness to 
global interconnectedness, and the lacN of ideological purity or seriousness in the 
narratives 
This neZ trend celebrates cultural diversity and global connections, rather than 
the superiority of one¶s original cultural values In a Zorld of technological advances that 
has more than enough to offer in terms of cultural encounter, the struggle to reconcile 
foreign influence Zith local cultural tenets has taNen a neZ pace and neZ dimensions 
Therefore, contrary to the earlier ones, protagonists in these novels usually hold ³return 
ticNets,´ ³multiple entry visas´ or ³dual citi]enship´ This state of affair is indicative of a 
mindset in direct conflict Zith the nationalist sentiment of their predecessors  
As generally NnoZn, from the German prototype to its %ritish and French 
variants, the genre has been predominantly malecentered, Zith a feZ e[ceptions This 
patriarchal and heteronormative tradition has remained unchallenged until recently Early 
criticism of the Bildungsroman concentrates on the maleauthored ones For instance, 
%aNhtin¶s essay ³The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of Realism,´ is 
e[clusively based on Bildungsromane by male authors and about male heroes In Season 
of Youth: The Bildungsroman from Dickens to Golding, the same attitude can be noted as 
%ucNley¶s analysis focuses on malecentered narratives and overlooNs the contribution of 
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female Zriters such as Charlotte %ronts Zho is contemporary to the DicNens and the W 
M ThacNerays, to Zhose ZorNs he dedicates a booN that has become one of the most 
influential in the criticism of the Bildungsroman genre  
It is also interesting to note that the 1th and 1th century Bildungsroman by 
female Zriters has been associated Zith a phenomenon that Annis Pratt 11 terms as 
³groZing doZn´ She uses this concept to describe a situation Zhereby the heroine ³must 
give up those aspects of her independence that separate her from the patriarchal society, 
and must find Zays to reconcile her vieZ of herself Zith others¶ e[pectations of her´ 
Lorna Ellis, 1 Pratt applies this concept to Victorian novels such as -ane Austen¶s 
Pride and Prejudice and Charlotte %ronts¶s Jane Eyre Zhose endings are conservative, 
conforming to the prevailing order of their respective societies  
With Zomen¶s surge of interest in this subgenre, there is constant renegotiation of 
its defining features A sort of ³Renaissance´ folloZs their relatively meager contribution 
in the genre in the 1th and early 20th century and their marginali]ation by literary 
criticism of the Bildungsroman for over a century This can be partly e[plained by the 
fact that there is an increase in Zomen¶s literacy and female readership, but also by the 
rise of the discourse about freedom and individual rights As a matter of fact, these 
Zriters embrace the dual role of spoNespersons of their gender, as Zell as contributors to 
contemporaneous debates As Ellen McWilliams states ³A number of feminist critics « 
see the emergence of the female Bildungsroman as directly tied to Zomen¶s neZfound 
public and political agency in the tZentieth century and particularly in the 10s and 
10s´ 1 At the present time, there is an e[ponential increase of the number of 
Zomen in the genre     
  Ϯϵ 
Contrary to the traditional Bildungsroman, the postcolonial female 
Bildungsroman does not Must critique patriarchal practices and discourse, but also 
proposes ³alternative Zorlds´ While the heroine of the traditional Bildungsromane rarely 
Zent beyond the provincialurban configuration, and seldom achieved anything besides 
Zifehood, the postcolonial era has NnoZn a turning point Zith Zomen¶s groundbreaNing 
contribution to this genre Many critics, especially feminist critics, address the 
tremendous role of demarginali]ation played by the appropriation of the genre in this 
contemporary era According to -oseph Slaughter, ³Women as historically marginali]ed 
people appropriate the genre as a medium to e[press female agency and subMectivity´ 
,12 In line Zith Slaughter, Marianne Hirsh points out that the novel of development 
in the tZentieth century is ³the most salient genre for the literature of social outsiders, 
primarily Zomen or minority groups´ Abel et al, 2    
This resurgence of the female Bildungsroman also entails an e[tension in themes 
and motifs Thus, themes as varied as se[uality, higher education, unchaperoned 
mobility, and transnationalism are e[plored in the contemporary female Bildungsroman 
In brief, these Bildungsromane shoZ Zomen successfully developing, learning, and 
groZing in the Zorld at large As a matter of fact, rather than ³a Counter
Bildungsroman,´ the female Bildungsroman is an e[tension of the genre, a reflection of 
³Zomen¶s fuller participation in society´ Labovit], 1 As such, the restoration of 
harmony that marNed the ending of the classic Bildungsroman is replaced by ambivalence 
and fantasy in the female version of the transnational Bildungsroman McWilliam, 1 
Henceforth, transnational mobility and the ascending feminist sensibility are tZo 
factors that have both contributed to the revival and decanoni]ation of the Bildungsroman 
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genre In more specific terms, Zith the populari]ation of the genre, the classic codes and 
conventions are revised and at times subverted To give a simple e[ample, in the 
transnational Bildungsroman, a traditional quality such as the ³Portrait of the Artist´10 is 
quasiabsent, and the normali]ing and sociali]ing proMect has shifted toZards the 
celebration of difference, tolerance and hybridity In a Zord, Zhile the postcolonial 
conte[t has brought the Bildungsroman to the peaN of its popularity, it has altered its 
traditional structure and has handled the artistic and ideological side Zith a great deal of 
incredulity and playfulness  
Focusing on the four ZorNs chosen for this study, this chapter maNes an attempt to 
demonstrate the e[tent to Zhich traditional patterns and general clichps in the reception 
of the Bildungsroman are reinstated or subverted in the transnational variant of the 
postcolonial Bildungsroman Breath, Eyes, Memory, Abyssinian Chronicles, Le Ventre de 
l’Atlantique and Graceland, are novels that very Zell illustrate the characteristics of Zhat 
I have come to call the transnational Bildungsroman In these novels ³the protagonist 
learns hisher place in a home, homecountry, and Zorld´ Susan Strehle,   
My ZorNing hypothesis in this chapter is that Zhile the transnational 
Bildungsroman draZs strongly from the classic Bildungsroman and its early postcolonial 
variant, it represents a unique e[ample of emancipation from these tZo categories 
Therefore, the chapter discusses, its formal and thematic characteristics along Zith 
elements it has preserved from its immediate postcolonial predecessor, as Zell as from 
the traditional form The analysis of the selected te[ts Zill shoZ the e[tent to Zhich the 
                                                      
10 I use the allusion to -ames -oyce¶s first novel figuratively to refer to the intellectual, ideological 
and vocational quest of the protagonist  
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respective authors contribute to the reconceptuali]ation of the genre by introducing neZ 
structures and motifs Moreover, the chapter Zill maNe an attempt to highlight the Zay in 
Zhich these narratives e[tend the -amesonian allegory beyond national limits In a Zord, 
the chapter Zill discuss the e[tent to Zhich these Zriters have contributed to the 
postmoderni]ation and decanoni]ation of the Bildungsroman genre   
1 The Transnational Bildungsroman: A Postmodern Novel Par Excellence 
This section demonstrates hoZ the neZ Bildungsroman is reflective of a Zorld 
characteri]ed by border crossing at both literal and metaphorical levels Focusing on 
Breath, Eyes, Memory, Abyssinian Chronicles, Le Ventre de L’Atlantique and Graceland 
as representative of the concept of transnational Bildungsroman, it seeNs to highlight hoZ 
the emerging trend in the postcolonial Bildungsroman is tied to the rise of transnational 
mobility and multicultural consciousness In a Zord, it approaches this neZ form as a 
parallel to the image of both the Zriter and the protagonist Zho equally escape 
categori]ation because of their recNless condition  
From the 10s onZard, postmodernism and feminism have gone into high gear, 
causing a neZ aZareness about self, art and style This era has opened ZindoZs onto a 
neZ Zorld characteri]ed by freedom and departure from established ideas  With the 
influence of this movement many post10s narratives in Africa and the Caribbean 
became more liberated from preceding literary canons, and started breaNing neZ ground 
The transnational Bildungsroman emerges in this conte[t and becomes one of the most 
emancipated and countercultural literary forms  
While these narratives have preserved many aspects of the traditional 
Bildungsroman, they both challenge and e[tend the genre as a Zhole In this regard, the 
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opposition betZeen the earlier and the late forms of the postcolonial Bildungsroman, as 
stated earlier, comes to mean opposition betZeen conservativeness on the one hand, 
liberality and sNepticism on the other The seriousness and originality, Zhich is 
traditionally associated Zith the postindependence canon, gradually starts giving Zay to 
playfulness, irony and parody For instance, the serious and almost solemn tone of 
L’enfant noir and L'Aventure ambiguë can be contrasted Zith the rela[ narrative style 
found in Graceland and Abyssinian Chronicles 
Writers of this subcategory are necessarily transnational themselves and their lacN 
of fi[ity ± it can be argued ± parallels both their Zriting style and the life e[perience they 
portray Thus, the transgression and transformation, Zhich is associated Zith 
transnational mobility, is reflected in the Zrtings of these authors taNen as a Zhole As a 
matter of fact, fragmentation and lacN of allegiance to established themes and narrative 
patterns come to be a defining feature of their ZorNs  
To begin Zith, one of the most remarNable features of the recent postcolonial 
Bildungsroman is the mi[ing of literary forms, or in other Zords, the use of unrelated 
sources Thus, the boundary betZeen ³high´ and ³loZ´ narrative styles is erased in favor 
of ³freedom of narration´ and critical selfaZareness of the subMectnarrator This mi[ing 
of forms and styles is in line Zith postmodernism¶s practice of pastiche or collage, and 
could be seen as a challenge to metanarratives, Zhich corresponds here to preceding 
theory on ³narrative of representations of subMectivity in life Zriting´ Hutcheon, 1 
Given that there is no limit to lacN of conformity, every te[t is unique in its creative Zay 
of defying and modifying the established codes and norms 
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Graceland is obviously one of the most remarNable e[amples of pastiche in 
contemporary African literature %eyond the Bildungsroman form itself, Abani¶s booN 
breaNs aZay from established Zestern conventions of the novel as a literary form In 
addition to the fusion of the ³Western novel¶s aesthetic Zith a <oruban juju structure´ 
Sereda, , the booN also challenges and ³transgresses´ a number of social and cultural 
norms by placing the Saint Zithin the profane, and mi[es vernacular Zith standard 
English As Sereda confirms, ³Abani smoothly moves through English, Nigerian pidgin, 
Scottish dialect or coZboy lingo in his te[t´ 2 Moreover, the .oran and the %ible 
coe[ist Zith Elvis Presley, %ob Marley, Onitsha MarNet pamphlets, cryptic recipes and 
Igbo proverbs %y opening and closing each chapter Zith e[cerpts draZn from various 
sources, ranging from a cooNing maga]ine, the %ible, the .oran, to Igbo folNlore, and so 
on, Abani¶s collaging blurs the border betZeen te[t and parate[t11 Such a structure that 
³squee]es´ Elvis¶s life story betZeen these various elements, translates the latter¶s 
perple[ity and confusion in front of the religious, cultural, and aesthetic input that such 
elements come to represent  
The same practice of interte[tuality is present in Breath, Zhere Danticat uses 
Zhat -o Collins refers to as ³inset Bildungs narratives,´ Zhereby ³Haitian folNtales, 
become part of the te[ture of the narrative´ 0 Such a narrative technique alloZs the 
author to deconstruct the patriarchal and political systems of oppression The education 
of the protagonist about the Zorld in general and about these tZo systems in particular, 
relies on lessons contained in folNtales and family stories, passed doZn from one 
generation to the other Early on in the novel, Tante Atie tells the story of her father
s 
                                                      
11 Parate[t refers to materials supplied by editors that surround the main te[t of published authors 
eg the story, nonfiction description, poems, etc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death in the cane field At the end of the novel Sophie reali]es that the recurring mother
daughter motif in the Haitian stories she Zas told as a child Zas ³something essentially 
Haitian SomehoZ, early on, our song maNers and tale Zeavers had decided that Ze Zere 
all daughters of this land´ Breath, 20 %y maNing use of popular stories, Danticat 
underscores their value and poZer as masternarratives, as Zell as models of 
apprenticeship or Bildung  
She sei]es Zhat McWilliams calls ³The PoZer and Pleasure of Storytelling´12 to 
deconstruct, not only patriarchy as a value system, but also to highlight the potential of 
popular narratives to invent and redefine identity and subMectivity Such value and poZer 
of popular stories as metanarratives is addressed by Lyotard Zhere he argues:  
Thus the narratives alloZ the society in Zhich they are told, on the one 
hand, to define its criteria of competence and, on the other, to evaluate 
according to those criteria Zhat is performed or can be performed Zithin 
it 20 
Thus, Danticat uses storytelling against itself to deconstruct its hegemonic poZer 
FolNtales related in her te[t carry a heavy patriarchal Zeight that the overall stand of the 
novel seeNs to critique She also taNes advantage of the fact that they ³enable education 
and groZth´ Collins, 0 as both the narrator and the reader find food for thought 
Hence, her novel appears as an oral narrative mode that she harmoniously shapes in the 
mold of the Zestern tradition of the novel  
This indigeni]ation of the Bildungsroman is also found in Diome¶s Ventre, Zhere 
local folNlore goes hand in hand Zith Zestern thinNing and technology Diome¶s narrative 
                                                      
12Chapter Five: ³Canadian Afterlives: The PoZer and Pleasure of Storytelling in The Robber 
Bride and Alias Grace´ McWilliams, Ellen Margaret Atwood and the Female Bildungsroman 
Farnham, England  %urlington, VT : Ashgate, 200 
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is peppered Zith e[clamations in vernacular language Allah Akbar!, Wallaye, wallaye!, 
Kar kar!), elements from the Senegalese folNlore such as songs, as Zell as French 
rendering of local proverbs %esides, her onomastic employment adds mocNery to her 
aesthetics of satire Names such as Ndptare, Ndogou, Gnarelle, Wagane <altigup, 
SanNqle, GarouZalp etc carry a satirical Zeight embedded in the local social 
imagination 
In addition, her use of orature occurs along Zith interte[tual references to 
Western and nonWestern grand narratives, through figures such as .arl Mar[, 
DostoyevsNy, HemingZay, Simone de %eauvoir, Aimp Cpsaire, Lpopold Spdar Senghor 
etc %y alluding to apparently contradictory narratives, Diome underscores a condition of 
postmodernity Zhere people live at the intersection of multiple narratives, Zhich in other 
Zords mean the end of a monological or unidirectional vision Furthermore, she seems to 
underscore ³the old principle that the acquisition of NnoZledge is indissociable from 
training Bildung of minds´ Lyotard,  For her formal schooling is necessary 
HoZever, MadicNp¶s identity formation, Zhile feeding on a diversity of sources does not 
seem to hierarchi]e them could be seen as a sign of Zhat Lyotard refers to as the 
postmodern condition   
With her talented use of irony, subtle at times and blatant at others, Diome 
sNillfully deconstructs both her Senegalese bacNground and her Zestern culture of 
adoption If Danticat¶s narrative can be read as an illustration of the poZer and pleasure 
of storytelling, then Diome¶s te[t on the other hand, can be fairly approached as an 
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e[pression of the poZer and art of irony In an intervieZ Zith Mbaye Diouf1 she admits 
her taste for irony and confides:  
Elle e[iste dans toutes les cultures, c¶est un peu comme une pince sans 
rire, on passe par l¶humour pour rpgler des comptes et au lieu d¶insulter les 
gens, les faire rire pour attirer leur attention sur des choses absolument 
ridicules et la brtise humaine 101 
Thus, Diome demonstrates a great sense of parody, irony and quotation to an e[tent that 
maNes her te[t equidistant from both her local and Zestern readership In a sense, her te[t 
can be perceived as a reflection of her transnational status, as Zell as her protagonists¶ 
hybrid identity   
In Abyssinian Chronicles, the realist and the supernatural merge into each other to 
form the most poZerful critique of a country on the edge of the abyss The novel is a 
harmonious combination of multiple prose genres ranging from the romance novel, the 
historical novel, to the horror novel -acqui -ones discusses IsegaZa¶s mosaic literary 
composition in Abyssinian Chronicles in the folloZing terms:   
The hybridity and eclecticism of his fiction, as Zell as his use of myth and 
metaphor, ensure that he does not foreclose on history or human subMect 
He does not, in other Zords, adhere to a masternarrative that espouses a 
monological vision Instead he creates a dialogical space, a lucid or 
³carnival space´ -ones,       
Similar to Graceland, IsegaZa¶s te[t is a good e[ample of the confusion of fact and 
fiction, history and memory, the magic and the realistic %oth te[ts audaciously breaN the 
lines betZeen the fantastic and the realistic, thus pushing the border of the Zestern 
                                                      
1 Mbaye Diouf is a professor at the Department of French Language and Literature at Universitp 
McGill, Canada 
1 It e[ists in every culture It is more or less liNe the dry Zit <ou use humor to settle scores 
Rather than insulting people, you maNe them laugh in order to draZ their attention on things that 
are absolutely foolish, on human stupidity Translation mine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tradition of the Bildungsroman that rarely engages Zith such contradictory genres One 
fascinating thing about these narratives is hoZ they successfully create a parallel betZeen 
the unconventionality of their Zriting styles and the uncertainty and unorthodo[y of their 
protagonists %oth seem to translate a spirit that Frederic -ameson, in his forZard to 
Lyotard¶s Postmodern Condition 1, describes as ³maNing ourselves at home in our 
alienated being´ [i[ %y engaging Zith multiple genres, these novels reflect self
assurance and openmindedness that simultaneously resist categori]ation and marN them 
as decanoni]ation or postmoderni]ation of the Bildungsroman genre Along the same 
lines, all these te[ts folloZ a nonlinear structure Zhere flashbacNs mainly serve the 
purpose of contrasting past and present, local and foreign, neZ and old The nonlinearity 
in these novels mirrors the multiplicity and fragmentation as Zell as the comple[ity of the 
overall identity formation of the subMects involved in the respective narratives  
FlashbacNs are essentially associated Zith memory, Zhich, Zhile given free rein 
in postmodernism, is also central to the e[perience of the transnational subMect 
Therefore, these te[ts deliberately stimulate a sentiment of incredulity characteristic of 
the postmodern ZorN of art Hence, the breaN from the linearity of the narrative comes to 
symboli]e a breaN from modernist narrative conventions Thus, Moretti¶s argument that 
the Bildungsroman represents ³a symbolic form of modernity,´  conceals the fact that 
modernism is based on the belief in progress, Zhich, in its turn is synonymous Zith 
linearity Henceforth, subverting the linearity of the coming of age narrative amounts to 
subverting both form and meaning of the traditional Bildungsroman genre 
In Ventre Salie is a young adult living in France Zhen Ze first encounter her 
Then through retrospection, she tells us about her birth and childhood, and then returns to 
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the present In fact, the novel is a series of anecdotes Zhich are mostly evocations of 
events ³that tooN place earlier than the >temporal field@ of the story´ Genette, 0 What 
could be called chapters are discontinuous sequences focusing on specific events or 
characters eg Salie in front of her TV Zatching ³the European Cup´, MadicNp¶s 
³passion for Football´, L¶Homme de %arbqs, Moussa¶s odyssey, a brief allusion to 
Salie¶s life in France and so on At first glance, these anecdotes are random and 
unrelated HoZever, as the story progresses, Diome linNs them up to present a seamless 
picture of a Zhole community, and of a Zhole nation under the spell of globali]ation and 
neocolonialism  
The fact that Diome constantly shifts the spotlight betZeen Salie and her brother, 
blurs the line betZeen first person and third person coming of age narrative Such a 
narrative device, presents in Tsitsi Dangarembga¶s Nervous Condition and Tony 
Morisson¶s Sula, is characteristic of the dual or double Bildungsroman That is to say, the 
life stories of the tZo characters Salie and MadicNp are interZoven into each other in 
such a Zay that it becomes pu]]ling to decide Zhose story is subordinate to the other¶s 
Diome Mu[taposes MadicNp¶s subMect formation Zith his sister¶s Salie¶s in the same Zay 
as Dangarembga does Zith Tambu¶s and Nyasha¶s, or Morrison Zith Nel¶s and Sula¶s 
Thus, liNe Dangarembga¶s and Morrison¶ te[ts, Ventre represents a revision of the classic 
Bildungsroman Zhich usually folloZs the identity formation of a single protagonist 
At any rate, Diome¶s Zriting style, Zhich is fragmented because connecting 
multiple anecdotes, reflects Salie¶s overall enterprise as a selfconscious Zriter, in quest 
of a coherent and unified identity Her compilation of anecdotes is perfectly in line Zith 
Salie¶s endeavor to connect pieces of her identity: © souder les rails qui mqnent j 
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l¶identitp ª1 Ventre, 2 This selfconscious attempt to stitch fragments of her identity 
together appears as a good illustration of the postmodern concepts of collage and 
bricolage  
NoZhere are anachronies ± to borroZ Gprard Genette¶s term ± more blatant than 
in Graceland, Zhere, temporal indicators are provided at the beginning of every chapter 
in a nonchronological order Oscillating betZeen Lagos and AfiNpo, and spanning 
betZeen 12 and 1, the story maNes flashbacNs to the years of the %iafran civil Zar 
The structure of the te[t as a Zhole evoNes fragmentation and boundary crossing and is in 
consonance Zith Elvis¶s conflict and inconsistence betZeen past and presence, betZeen 
here and there It e[emplifies the ZorN of memory and the authors¶ sense of subMective 
history 
With Abyssinian Chronicles, the author¶s attempt to reZrite or revise Ugandan 
history is covered up Zith references to real historical events in a chronological order 
%eneath this faoade Ze find an omniscient narrator Zho can be paralleled Zith .en in .en 
%ugul¶s Le baobad fou or Salem in Rushdie¶s Midnight’s Children. Muge]i, the narrator, 
starts his story from his ³prphistoire´ by going one generation bacN to the birth and 
childhood of his father, Serenity This narrative technique, Zhich Genette refers to as 
e[ternal analepsis, since the temporal field of the evoNed events is outside the temporal 
field of the first narrative Genette, 10,, poses the question of authenticity and 
narrative authority Furthermore, it can also be argued that IsegaZa¶s novel, liNe Sula, 
Nervous Conditions and Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, is also a dual Bildungsroman Through 
flashbacNs and anecdotes, Serenity¶s apprenticeship is almost entirely contained Zithin the 
                                                      
1 Soldering the rails that lead to identity The Belly of the Atlantic, 12  
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main plot line about Muge]i¶s coming of age In this regard, there is confusion betZeen 
first narrative and second narrative in many respects  
Of all these novels, Breath, Eyes, Memory seems be the only one Zith a 
chronological storyline comparable to that of the traditional Bildungsroman Sophie¶s 
story begins Zith her childhood in Croi[ de Roset, continues through her Mourney to NeZ 
<orN, Zhere she reunites Zith her mother The novel folloZs her groZth up to the 
moment she returns to Haiti for the second time, for her mother¶s funeral With various 
instances of allusion to the past, Sophie¶s narration also mimics human memory 
Moreover, the frequent and untimely use of folNtales poses the problems of narrative 
voice and the confusion of narrator Zith narratee %y engaging older and younger 
generations, Haitian and American cultures in a dialogue that alloZs mutual 
enlightenment, Danticat¶s te[t represents an instance of Zhat psychologist David P 
Lichtenstein16 conceptuali]es as polyrhythmic structure Lichtenstein argues:  
Authors have used this structure to play one voice off another, to alloZ 
different perspectives to coe[ist, to Mu[tapose characters Zith different 
status or different history In short, the notion of polyrhythm has alloZed 
Caribbean authors to synthesi]e any number of conflicting factors or 
forces into one loose union David P Lichtenstein, npag1 
 
All these te[ts at one point or another represent a revision of the classic Bildungsroman 
HoZever, form is not an end by itself, but a means through Zhich these Zriters challenge 
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